Tenderloin Favorite 'The Magazine' To
Become Archive For Bob Mizer
Foundation
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The Magazine (http://themagazinesf.com/THE_MAGAZINE/Welcome.html), the 44-year-old
Tenderloin shop that offers thousands of vintage print publications of all kinds, has announced
that it's willing its building at 920 Larkin St. to the Bob Mizer Foundation
(http://bobmizer.org/). The Foundation plans to eventually turn the store into an archive
dedicated to Mizer's photography (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Mizer%20).
For the time being, The Magazine will continue to operate, but owners and life partners Robert
Mainardi, 70, and Trent Dunphy, 79, have realized that they need to prepare for a time "when
we are no longer here," according to Mainardi. As we previously reported
(http://hoodline.com/2016/05/the-magazine-pleasures-of-vintage-print-alive?
utm_source=story&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=stories), Mainardi and Dunphy have
operated The Magazine out of various Tenderloin locations for the past 40 years.
"We've been debating for years what to do as our legacy," Mainardi told Hoodline. "We have a
large personal collection of physique photos which we will be donating to the Mizer
Foundation—this will be our legacy."

Owners Trent Dunphy (left) and Robert Mainardi. | PHOTO: DAVID-ELIJAH NAHMOD/HOODLINE

The space will eventually become a tribute to Mizer, who died in 1992 at age 70. "In his
lifetime, Bob shot over 10,000 different models in nearly two million photographic images
over a 47-year career," said Dennis Bell of the Bob Mizer Foundation. "And nearly 25 years
after his death, he remains one of the most influential figures known for pushing societal
boundaries for what he believed to be basic freedoms."
For many gay men who came of age in the 1940s, '50s, and '60s, Mizer's work was essential.
With magazines like Physique Pictorial, Mizer let gay men know that there were others out
there like them, amidst an era when gays were invisible in popular culture and homosexuality
was considered a crime. In 1947, he served a nine-month prison term for publishing some
scantily clad shots.
Though a lot of skin was shown in Mizer's photos, genitals were kept hidden, and the photos
were carefully staged in beautiful settings. It's believed that he left behind more than one
million images at the time of his death, as well as some short films shot with his models.

A physique photo taken by Mizer. | IMAGE: BOB MIZER FOUNDATION/FACEBOOK
(HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOBMIZERFOUNDATION/PHOTOS/A.327015580712300.79287.197394933674366/327016064045585/?
TYPE=3&THEATER)

"13 years ago, all of [Mizer's] creative output was almost lost forever, but with the help of our
volunteer team, I've been able to ensure that his work and his methods are preserved and
made available to research for future generations," said Bell, noting that Mizer's work
represents gay history.
"The move into The Magazine building will allow us to reach the public and provide better
access to Mizer's estate than ever before," Bell said. "I plan to use the space to mount
photographic exhibitions from the estates we hold in our permanent collection of not only
Mizer's work, but also those he influenced and was influenced by. The space will become a
public exhibition and research center showcasing masculinity in photography."
The foundation will also catalog and archive photographic materials "in a way that the public
can observe and take part, both onsite and online," Bell added. "Like The Magazine, these
materials will be open for research and education and will continue the legacy that Bob and
Trent have established ... Pairing the legacy of Bob Mizer with the legacy of The Magazine is
just the next logical step in all three of our journeys."

The Magazine remains in business for the time being.

There's no set timeline for the changeover, and for now, Mainardi and Dunphy will continue to
sell their vast collection of vintage magazines to a steady stream of customers who wander in
and out on the store. Currently, their front window features a collection of vintage monstermovie magazines, in honor of Halloween.
In the meantime, the store is hosting a November 3rd launch party for Taschen Publishing's
new two-volume collection AMG: 1,000 Model Directory, which reprints Mizer's 1957 original,
pocket-sized volume of the same name, a sought-after item among those who collect male
physique photography. (AMG, or Athletic Model Guild, was the name of Mizer's company.)

Taschen Publishing's new book of Mizer's work is for sale at The Magazine.

Admission to the party, which will be part of the First Thursday Art Walk, is free, and the
Foundation will offer refreshments, screenings of some of Mizer's films, and merchandise for
sale, including T-shirts, mugs, and original 1957 copies of the directory.

Bob Mizer & Taschen Book Release Party
(http://hoodline.com/events/bob-mizer-taschen-book-releaseparty)
MORE (HTTP://HOODLINE.COM/EVENTS/BOB-MIZER-TASCHEN-BOOK-RELEASE-PARTY)
WHEN Nov. 3, 6-9pm
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